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Foot control for function selection, 

voice control for device selection 
 

Controls for medical equipment: at the Medica, steute Meditec will be presenting a 

demonstrator for the interoperable OR. The fair will also witness the premiere of a new, 

modular foot control system. 

 

 

 

Traditional foot 

control complemented 

expediently: a touch 

screen is not the only 

way to determine 

which actuator should 

be assigned which 

function. A big topic at 

the fair will be the 

benefits of voice 

control. 

 

 

 
 

Controlling several medical devices with a 

single user interface means that surgeons 

can familiarise themselves with this one 

interface, leaving them freer to concentrate 

on the surgery at hand. With the help of a 

demonstrator, the Meditec business unit of 

steute Schaltgeräte GmbH & Co. KG in 

Löhne will be showing what such an 

interface between human beings and 

medical devices in an "interoperable OR" 

looks  like  and  how  it is used. On  a  touch  

screen the surgeon selects which device 

should be used next. Individual commands 

for controlling that selected device are then 

triggered using a standard foot control. To 

change, for example, between X-ray and 

ultrasound, or between navigation and 

table height, the surgeon simply and 

intuitively uses the touch screen and the 

central foot control immediately assumes 

the functions newly assigned to it. 
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New series of modular foot controls 

A new series of foot controls, which will 

also be presented at the Medica, features a 

modular design – and is already suitable for 

use in the interoperable OR, also in 

combination with voice control. 

Manufacturers of medical equipment are 

flexible in the configuration of their chosen 

interface because the housing of the MFS-

MED GP712 foot control series can be fitted 

with different actuators, such as pedals, 

push buttons, rocker switches and joypads. 

The number of actuators is also variable, 

from three to six. The requirements for 

ergonomic comfort and usability are met by 

the flat design of the housing, as well as the  

tactile feedback of the newly developed 

rocker switches and joypads. An optional 

foot bar facilitates perfect positioning of the 

switching system on the floor.The hygienic 

design make these switches very easy to 

clean. Silicone cuffs seal the housings 

against their surroundings to  

 

protection class IP X8. All functions can be 

performed redundantly, achieving a high 

level of functional reliability. The modular 

design, with its uniform housing and 

customised actuators, keeps the costs 

down while still achieving a short "time to 

market" in conjunction with high quality 

and reliability. 

 
Foot controls in the new and modular MFS-MED 

GP712 series represent a halfway house between 

standard and customised design optio

 

Interoperable user interfaces – "live" at the 

fair 

The current pedal functions are displayed 

for the surgeon at all times. Individual 

pedal functions can also be changed via the 

foot control, making the interface truly 

interoperable – as can be seen "live" at the 

fair. Beyond the above application, steute 

Meditec also participates in research 

projects concerning future controls which 

could, amongst other things, replace the 

touch screen. The project "OPtimal – 

Nutzerschnittstellen für den OP 

multimodal und adaptiv gestalten" 

(Optimal – multimodal and adaptive design 

of user interfaces for the OR) from the 

excellence cluster "Intelligent Technical 

Systems – it´s OWL", for example, 

addresses whether and how traditional foot 

control can be complemented by voice 

and/or gesture control. This project has 

seen the switchgear experts from Löhne 

collaborating with the excellence cluster 

"Cognitive interaction technology" (Citec) 

from the University of Bielefeld, which 

performs top-level research in the fields of 

robotics and human-machine 

communication. Gesture and eye control 

were both rejected due to the findings that 

gesture control unacceptably impacts the 

movements of surgeons, and eye control 

their concentration. Voice control, on the 

other hand, proved to be a realistic option 

in the OR environment and was tested in 

conjunction with foot control. Three 

actuation concepts were investigated in the 
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tests: the virtual medical devices were 

operated, firstly, via universal foot control, 

secondly via voice control and, thirdly, via a 

multimodal combination of foot and voice 

control. Sixty test persons tried out these 

various control concepts within the context 

of a simulated spine operation. A 

comprehensive test evaluation, which 

included not only the performance of, but 

also the cognitive impact on the users, 

came to the following conclusion: the best 

results and highest acceptance were 

achieved by the multimodal combination of 

foot and voice control. The test persons 

predominantly used the foot control to 

adjust functions and to trigger commands, 

in other words for safety-related activities. 

These are the typical tasks for foot controls 

in the OR to date, once again proving them 

to be the appropriate or even optimal 

choice. In addition, an increasing 

percentage of the participants used the 

controls in this way as the tests 

progressed, in other words as their 

experience with the interfaces increased. 

To decide which device should be 

controlled by the interface at any one time, 

voice control proved to be a practical 

solution and was able to assume the task 

previously assumed by the touch screen. 

With regard to usability and user 

experience, the concept "foot control for 

function selection, voice control for device 

selection" has many advantages. A clear 

preference was shown in the project for 

innovative user interfaces in the OR, and 

steute Meditec will continue to develop the 

design of such interfaces in the future. 

 

At the Medica: Hall 11, Booth J39 
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